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Sti king ross se tions for CH3 radi als at di erent angles of in iden e and di erent energies were
al ulated using mole ular dynami s simulations, employing both quantum-me hani al and empiri al
for e models. At 2100 K, the hemisorption of a CH3 radi al onto a dangling bond is seen to be highly
dependent on the angle
of in iden e of the in oming radi al, as the sti king ross se tion de reases
from (10.4
 1.2) A2 to (1.4  0.3) A2 when the angle of in iden e of the methyl radi al in reases
from 0Æ to 67.5Æ. A simple geometri al model is presented to explain the angular dependen e. In
the sti king pro ess of CH3 radi als with higher kineti energies (1, 5, and 10 eV), both a fully
hydrogen terminated surfa e and a surfa e with one unsaturated arbon site were used. The sti king
probability is observed to be enhan ed with in reasing radi al energy. We also observed sti king
onto the fully hydrogen terminated surfa e for all ases ex ept for the ase when the methyl radi als
had energies orresponding to a temperature of 2100 K.
I. INTRODUCTION

The sele tion of plasma fa ing materials for present
and next-generation fusion devi es is still an open
question. Diamond and materials with diamond-like
stru tures are important in many te hnologi al appli ations be ause of their unique me hani al, hemi al and
opti al properties [1,2℄. They are espe ially important
for future fusion devi es [3{5℄ sin e arbon is a major
andidate as a plasma-fa ing material. The plasmafa ing omponent lifetime and the ontamination of the
plasma will be determined by the erosion me hanisms
and their rates, but also by the transport and redeposition of eroded material. Hydro arbon spe ies
are released via physi al and hemi al sputtering when
deuterium- and tritium ions and neutrals whi h have
es aped from the fusion ore plasma intera t with
arbon-based rst walls. These radi als may later
redeposit onto the divertor tiles but also in other regions
of the va uum hamber whi h are not in dire t onta t
with the fusion plasma [6,7℄. Due to the fa t that tritium
is bound in these hydro arbon lms, is highly radioa tive
and an not easily be re y led, the a hievement of a
good ontrol over these deposited hydro arbon lms is
of great importan e. In experiments arried out at
the ASDEX Upgrade [7℄, both soft polymer-like C:H
lms (H/C  1) and hard C:H lms (H/C  0.4)
were formed. Hen e detailed knowledge about su h
lm growth, espe ially about the fundamental erosion
and redeposition pro esses of hydro arbon spe ies, is
needed in order to su essfully model and predi t the
performan e of the next-step devi e.
The C:T lm formation in fusion devi es might be
ontrolled by using a liner in the divertor pump du t [8℄
where neutral hydro arbon radi als will be trapped or

transformed before they an deposit in remote areas of
the va uum vessel. One of the most abundant sputtered
radi al spe ies is the CH3 radi al [9,10℄. It is also known
to be an important growth spe ies in hemi al vapour
deposition growth of arbon lms [11,12℄. Experimental
investigations on surfa e pro esses between polymerlike C:H lms and simultaneous methyl and atomi
hydrogen beams, done by von Keudell
[13,14℄,
have provided valuable information on the individual
lm growth me hanisms. Sin e the hemisorption of
the impinging methyl radi als predominantly takes pla e
on unsaturated arbon sites, the lm growth an be
hara terized with a CH3 sti king ross se tion to these
sites. The sti king ross se tion an be thought of as the
e e tive area to whi h the CH3 radi al always hemisorbs
upon impa t.
Using mole ular dynami s (MD) simulations we have
examined the sti king pro ess of methyl radi als impinging onto a surfa e with one arbon dangling bond. The
angle of in iden e of the in oming radi al was varied.
By using both a fully hydrogen terminated surfa e and
a surfa e with one unsaturated arbon site, we have
also examined how the sti king probability is a e ted by
in oming radi als at higher kineti energies.
et al.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

Both tight-binding (TB) [15,16℄ and empiri al [17℄
hydro arbon for e models have been employed in our
simulations, where methyl radi als imping onto diamond
(111) surfa es. The hemistry in C{H systems is well
des ribed in both of these models. The empiri al Brenner
potential [17℄, with a uto 2.46, is omputationally less
intensive whi h allows one to a hieve more omprehensive

dangling bond site was 3.0 A. By running series of impa t
simulations for ea h segment and integrating over the
orresponding sti king probabilities, the sti king ross
se tion was obtained.

statisti s in MD simulations, while still des ribing bond
formation and breaking orre tly. TB is based on a
se ond order expansion of the Kohn-Sham total energy in
density fun tional theory with respe t to harge density
u tuations. This method gives a quantum me hani al
representation.
As a hemisorption substrate in our simulations, we
have used a diamond latti e with two layers of arbon
atoms, a total of 120 atoms. Both (111) surfa es were
hydrogen terminated and a arbon atom site was reated
by removing one hydrogen atom from the surfa e, see Fig.
1. In the study of CH3 radi als impinging at normal angle
of in iden e and having larger energies, we used both
a fully hydrogen terminated surfa e and a surfa e with
one unsaturated arbon site. The surfa e temperature
prior to the radi al bombardment was 0 K in all our
simulations. For a more detailed des ription, see Ref.
[18℄.
A CH3 radi al was reated above the diamond surfa e
with a distan e between the radi al and surfa e larger
than the e e tive intera tion range in the model. The
radi al, having translational velo ity, rotational and
vibrational motion orresponding to a sele ted temperature, was dire ted at a ertain angle of in iden e to a
randomly hosen point on the surfa e. A ording to a
strati ed Monte Carlo (MC) strategy, the impa t points
on the surfa e were hosen randomly inside ir ular
segments with a radial width of r = 0.1 A ea h and
entered on the dangling bond site, see Fig. 2. This
has been shown to give a urate results more eÆ iently
than onventional MC (i.e., ompletely arbitrary impa t
points on the whole surfa e) [19,20℄. The impa t points
were hosen on a distan e of 0.6 A from the surfa e,
sin e test simulations revealed that with this distan e the
obtained sti king ross se tions were the largest when
the radi al impinged towards the dangling bond and
de reased with growing distan e from the dangling bond.
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θ
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FIG. 2. Determination of the randomly hosen impa t
point for the CH3 radi al with angle of in iden e . The
impa t point is hosen randomly inside a ir ular segment
entered on the dangling bond site, with a radial width r =
0.1 A.

Radi als whi h were bound to an unsaturated arbon
atom by ovalent bonds at the end of the simulation were
onsidered hemisorbed. The simulations were followed
for 500 fs (sin e tests with longer simulation times veri ed
that 500 fs simulations were adequate to determine the
hemisorbtion of an in oming radi al), after whi h the
nal bonding on guration was examined.
III. RESULTS
A. Tight-binding simulations

In the simulations with varying angle of in iden e of
the in oming CH3 radi al, the most ommon rea tion
pro ess for the radi al was to 1) hemisorb onto the
unsaturated arbon site, 2) form a volatile CH4 mole ule
by apturing a surfa e hydrogen and drifting away
from the surfa e and 3) form a bonding on guration,
where the arbon atom in the in oming CH3 radi al
bonded to two arbon atoms or one or two hydrogen
atoms got stu k to one or two arbon atoms. The
bonding on gurations (3) were probably intermediate
and metastable, but the time s ale of the simulations
did not allow us to determine the lifetime of these
states. Sin e these bonding on gurations are rare,
they have no signi ant e e t on the sti king ross
se tions reported below within the urrent statisti al

FIG. 1. Surfa e with one dangling bond used in the
modelling. The CH3 radi al is seen above the surfa e.

The maximum distan e of an impa t point from the
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energies orresponding to 2100 K we observed no sti king
when using the fully hydrogen terminated surfa e. Fig.
5 shows the sti king events obtained for a fully hydrogen
terminated surfa e and methyl radi als with energies of
10 eV.
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un ertainties. However, if a better a ura y is a hieved
in the future in simulations or numeri al modeling of
experiments, spe ial on gurations like this will need to
be taken into onsideration in the analysis.
The sti king ross se tions obtained varies from (10.4
 1.2) A2 to (1.4  0.3) A2 for normal and 67.5Æ angle
of in iden e respe tively, see Fig. 3. In these simulations
the in oming methyl radi al had an energy orresponding
to 2100 K. The reason for this angular dependen e
an partly be explained by simple geometry, sin e the
dangling bond is more exposed to methyl radi als at
normal angle of in iden e than to radi als at larger angle
of in iden e. The hydrogen atoms in the methyl radi al,
when impinging at a large angle of in iden e, will rea t
with the surfa e hydrogen more probably and form a
volatile CH4 mole ule than for a radi al at normal angle
of in iden e.

FIG. 4. Pro les of sti king probabilities obtained with the
lassi al Brenner hydro arbon potential for the ase with one
dangling bond at the surfa e and di erent angles of in iden e
for the in oming methyl radi al. The methyl gas temperature
was 2100 K in all ases.
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FIG. 3. Sti king ross se tions obtained when employing
the tight-binding model in the simulations for the ase
with one dangling bond at the surfa e and di erent angles
of in iden e of the in oming methyl radi al. The methyl
gas temperature was 2100 K in all ases. The results
are ompared with sti king ross se tions obtained with
the simple geometri al model, and with results obtained
experimentally [13,14,21,22℄.
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FIG. 5. Sti king events obtained with the lassi al Brenner
hydro arbon potential when using a fully hydrogen terminated surfa e and methyl radi als with energies of 10 eV. The
line represents sti king events onto the middle hydrogen atom
on the surfa e, while the dashed line represents all sti king
events on the fully hydrogen terminated surfa e.

B. Classi al simulations

The results of the lassi al model di er from those
obtained with TB. The values obtained are a fa tor of 2-7
smaller depending on the angle. With the lassi al model
we ould analyse the sti king pro les in more detail sin e
although the absolute values di er, better statisti s ould
be a hieved. These are plotted in Fig. 4.
For CH3 radi als with higher energies, 1, 5, and 10
eV, we observed sti king even when we used the fully
hydrogen terminated surfa e. The sti king probability is
generally enhan ed with higher energy. For radi als with

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results show that the angle of in iden e of the
in oming methyl radi al has a dramati e e t on the
hemisorption probability. Depending on the angle of
3

in iden e, the sti king ross se tion was observed to
de rease from (10.4  1.2) A2 to (1.4  0.3) A2 when
the angle of in iden e in reased from 0Æ to 67.5Æ . This
angular dependen e an be explained by a simple radially
symmetri geometri al model, where the dangling bond
an be approximated by a ylinder with surrounding
hydrogen atoms at the edges. The in oming radi al is
assumed to move in a straight path, and the only hange
in the dire tion it an have takes pla e in the s attering
o the surfa e. Radi als whi h rea h the bottom of the
ylinder are assumed to always sti k. The area of the
bottom of this ylinder, where the in oming radi al is
able to hemisorb onto the dangling bond, will de rease
with in reasing angle of in iden e. But at oblique angles
radi als s atter from the surfa e, shadowing part of the
ylinder.

that the radi al an rea h at the bottom of the dangling
bond ylinder. This area, A(r; h; ), will due to simple
geometry be ome (see Fig 6 and 7),
A(r; h;  ) = 2r 2 2ab;
(1)
where
b
(2)
 = tan 1 ( );
a
a
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FIG. 6. Simple geometri al model for the sti king ross
se tion at a ertain angle  of in iden e of the CH3 radi al.
The ross se tion is al ulated as the total area A at the
bottom of the ylinder, where the in oming radi al is able
to hemisorb onto the dangling bond. The dangling bond is
approximated to be surrounded by a ylinder with radius r
and height h.
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p

= r 2 a2 :
(4)
The height, h, and radius, r, of the dangling bond
ylinder (see Fig. 6) are hosen as follows. We rst
al ulate an e e tive ovalent radius for the CH3 radi al
by al ulating the total volume of one C and three H
atoms from their ovalent radii (0.77 A for C and 0.35
A for H), and then al ulating the radius of a sphere
with this volume. 1 The parameter h is then hosen as
the sum of the ovalent radii of the CH3 radi al ( 0:85
A) and a H atom (0.35 A). This hoi e has a physi ally
reasonable motivation: if the C atom in the methyl gets
down to the same level as the H atoms surrounding the C
radi al, there is nothing whi h prevents it from sti king.
Otherwise it is assumed to be re e ted. d is simply a t
to the sti king value for  = 0. This gives r = 1:82 A,
and h = 1:20 A, respe tively.
This geometri al model gives ex ellent agreement
with the sti king oeÆ ients observed in our TB MD
simulation, see Fig. 3. In parti ular, it gives a natural
explanation to why the sti king oeÆ ient drops to zero
below 90Æ angle of in iden e.
We note that there are several pro esses related to the
sti king whi h our simple geometri al model does not
a ount for. First, the angle of rotation of the radi al
with respe t to the surfa e will be of importan e for the
sti king probability. The reason is that radi als with
a rotation where the hydrogen atoms fa e the surfa e
before the arbon atom, will rea t more easily with the
surfa e, and form a CH4 mole ule. In the opposite
ase the methyl radi al will more probably sti k to
the dangling bond. Se ond, some of the radi als that
in the simple geometri al model would rea t with the
dangling bond, an also rea t with the surfa e before this.
b
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a

FIG. 7. Cal ulation of the total area A (shaded) at the
bottom of the dangling bond ylinder, in whi h radi als are
able to hemisorb onto the unsaturated arbon atom. This
area onsists of two segments of two ir les. a is de ned as
the distan e from the enter of the ylinder, C to the point
of interse tion in the middle of the two ir le segmets. b is
de ned as the distan e from this interse tion to the point of
interse tion between the two ir les.

While the exa t values of the ovalent radii used are
somewhat arbitrary, we note that the quality of the t is
still good within the un ertainties even for values of the radii
di ering by some tens of per ents.
1

The sti king ross se tion () is thus the total area, A,
4

For example, they an rea t with a surfa e hydrogen,
resulting in the formation of a CH4 mole ule. Third,
radi als have also been observed to hemisorb onto the
unsaturated arbon atom when impinging at a rather
large distan e from the dangling bond due to a steering
e e t [18℄, ontributing to a larger sti king ross se tion.
However, the fa t that our radially symmetri model ts
well the  dependen e shows that all these ompli ations
an be averaged out to rst approximation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the modelling of erosion and redeposition for
future fusion devi es, the angle with whi h parti les
are impinging, and re e ted at, is of great importan e.
Methyl radi al hemisorptions on an unsaturated arbon
atom site on a diamond (111) surfa e were studied
employing both tight-binding and empiri al hydro arbon
for e models in mole ular dynami s simulations. Our
results show that the CH3 radi al hemisorption is
a e ted by the angle of in iden e of the radi al and that
the sti king of CH3 with higher energies (1, 5, and 10 eV)
o urs also at a fully hydrogen terminated (111) surfa e.
The dependen e of the angle of in iden e on the sti king
ross se tion an be des ribed by a simple geometri al
model.

The values of sti king ross se tions obtained in
our simulations ompare well with experimentally determined values. In experiments by von Keudell
[13,14,21,22℄, sti king ross se tions of  = 11 A2
for normal angle of in iden e, and 5.9 A2 for 45Æ
angle of in iden e were obtained from omplex rate
equations, employing various experimentally determined
parameters. In these experiments the sample was
not diamond-like arbon but polymer-like hydrogenated
arbon, where the average number of neighboring arbon
atoms is smaller and the shielding of the unsaturated
arbon atom site an therefore be assumed as quite
low. Both of the experimental values agree well with
our results for normal and 45Æ angle of in iden e, (10.4
 1.2) A2 and (7.1  1.3) A2 respe tively. Thus our
ndings strongly support the experimental eviden e that
the sti king pro ess is angle dependent.
et

al.
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